
Array-based replication’s greatest shortcoming is its requirement for similar
source and target arrays, limiting its use to homogeneous storage environments.
Most storage vendors don’t even support replication between their own array
families. Among major storage vendors, NetApp is the lone exception, supporting
array-based replication between any of its arrays. Another noteworthy vendor
is Hitachi Data Systems, whose Virtual Storage Platform (VSP) and Universal
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KEY CRITERIA FOR SELECTING 
A REPLICATION PRODUCT

Array based

Requires homoge-
neous storage 
or storage 
virtualization

Equally suitable 
for small or large
number of servers
and multi-OS 
environments

Very good, as repli-
cation is simply an
extension of array
management

Good; it’s directly
linked to scalability
of the arrays

Very robust,
as it’s part of the
storage array

Very good for 
existing arrays; 
unfavorable if 
new arrays need 
to be added

Host based

Storage agnostic

Very attractive for
a small number of
hosts; unfavorable
for a large number
of servers and 
multiple OS 
infrastructures

Complexity 
increases with 
the number of
hosts

Very good, as
replication runs 
on hosts

Less robust, as
problems on hosts
and in applications
can impact 
replication 

Cost increases 
proportionally with
the number of
hosts

Network based

Storage agnostic;
fabric-based prod-
ucts require intelli-
gent switches

Equally suitable 
for small or large
number of servers
and multi-OS 
environments

One additional
storage component
to manage; com-
plexity is independ-
ent of the number
of hosts and arrays

More prone to be-
coming a perform-
ance bottleneck

Very robust 
because of 
dedicated 
appliances

Fixed cost for 
variable number 
of servers and 
arrays

TYPE OF REPLICATION

Criteria
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